Differentiation between schwannomas and neurofibromas in the extremities and superficial body: the role of high-resolution and color Doppler ultrasonography.
The purpose of this study was to verify whether high-resolution and color Doppler ultrasonography could distinguish schwannomas from neurofibromas. Seventy-six tumors in 71 patients were included in this study. There were 46 patients (50 tumors) with schwannomas and 25 patients (26 tumors) with nondiffuse neurofibromas in the extremities or superficial parts of the body. Ultrasonographic examinations were performed in all patients. The tumor size, shape, location, internal echogenicity, posterior acoustic phenomenon (eg, shadowing or enhancement), capsule, relationship with the adjacent nerve, and presence of cystic components were documented. Color Doppler studies (75 lesions) and spectral Doppler studies (44 lesions) were performed. All data were analyzed with statistical software to check the significance. Both tumors presented as well-defined hypoechoic nodules on ultrasonography. They were oval or lobulated, showed posterior acoustic enhancement, and were hypervascular on color Doppler ultrasonography. There was no significant difference with respect to ultrasonographic morphologic characteristics. The rates of centric, eccentric, and undetermined associations with nerves were 40%, 20%, and 40% in the schwannomas and 46.2%, 0%, and 53.8% in the neurofibromas, respectively, showing a significant difference (P = .032). There was no significant difference in the chance of cystic changes between the schwannomas (30%) and neurofibromas (23%). No ultrasonographic finding (gray scale, color Doppler, or spectral analysis) allows differentiation between neurofibromas and schwannomas of the extremities. A nerve eccentrically entering a mass was seen only in schwannomas, and that may allow differentiation between neurofibromas and schwannomas.